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ANTECEDENTES

The Smart City Public Lecture Series aim to provide recommendations and innovative solutions for Shanghai Smart City Development.

Each lecture addresses different key topics related to smart city development such as smart park development, smart industry development, latest business models adopted by internet enterprises, mobile internet applications and industry trends, among others.

OBJETIVOS DEL EVENTO

The Shanghai Smart City Public Lecture Series bring together experts and scholars from public and private sectors, academia, and civil society to share expertise and knowledge about models on construction, operations, policies, techniques and practices of smart city development.

CONTENIDO Y ESTRUCTURA

Smart education seeks to improve the education system by involving government, academia, public and private sectors to advance education based on the use and generation of information technologies including internet, cloud computing and data.
Public lecture XVI entitled “Smart Education: status quo and the future” will address:

- History of smart education
- Current situation of smart education
- Thinking of the development of smart education

METODOLOGÍA

The Smart City Public Lecture Series raise awareness about smart city development. The lectures are interactive and include:

- Expert presentations
- Case study analysis
- Open discussion
- Dialogue and networking opportunities

PÚBLICO OBJETIVO

The audience is comprised of representatives from the following:

- Private sector
- Public sector
- Academia including colleges and universities
- Citizens and civil society
- Anyone who is interested in and concerned with the topics discussed
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